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1: "catch a bus" and "take a bus" - phrase meaning and origin
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The couple subsequently had one more child, a daughter named Carine. McCandless graduated from W.
Woodson High School in Fairfax, Virginia , in It was during this journey he learned that his father had not yet
divorced his first wife when McCandless and his sister Carine were born, and had apparently maintained
somewhat of a double life before the move to Virginia. It is speculated that this discovery had a profound
impact on the younger McCandless. A flash flood disabled his car, at which point he removed its license
plates, took what he could carry, and kept moving on foot. His car was later found, repaired, and put into
service as an undercover vehicle for the local police department. Gallien had given McCandless a ride from
Fairbanks to the start of the rugged track just outside the small town of Healy. Gallien dropped McCandless
off believing McCandless would head back towards the highway within a few days as hunger set in.
Self-portrait photographs and journal entries indicate he foraged for edible plants and hunted game.
McCandless hunted porcupines , squirrels , and birds, such as ptarmigans and Canada geese. On June 9, , he
stalked and shot a moose. However, the meat spoiled within days after McCandless failed to properly preserve
it. In July, after living in the bus for three months, he decided to head back to civilization â€” but the trail was
blocked by the swollen Teklanika River ; the watercourse by that stage was considerably higher and swifter
than when he had crossed in April. McCandless did not have a detailed topographical map of the region and
was unaware of a hand-operated tramway that crossed the river eight-tenths of a mile away from where he had
previously crossed. He posted an S. I need your help. I am injured, near death, and too weak to hike out. I am
all alone, this is no joke. In the name of God, please remain to save me. I am out collecting berries close by
and shall return this evening. Thank you, Chris McCandless. Upon entering, he smelled what he thought was
rotting food and discovered "a lump" in a sleeping bag. The hunter quickly radioed police, who arrived the
following day. He had died of starvation sometime in August. First, he offered that McCandless was running
the risk of a phenomenon known as " rabbit starvation ", from overrelying on lean game for nutrition.
Swainsonine inhibits metabolism of glycoproteins , which causes starvation despite ample caloric intake.
Thomas Clausen, the chair of the chemistry and biochemistry department at UAF , said, "I tore that plant
apart. There were no toxins. Ronald Hamilton, a retired bookbinder at the Indiana University of Pennsylvania,
[5] suggested a link between the symptoms described by McCandless and the poisoning of Jewish prisoners in
the Nazi concentration camp in Vapniarca. He put forward the proposal that McCandless starved to death
because he was suffering from paralysis in his legs induced by lathyrism , which prevented him from
gathering food or hiking out. The ODAP, a toxic amino acid, had not been detected by the previous studies of
the seeds because they had suspected and tested for a toxic alkaloid, rather than an amino acid , and nobody
had previously suspected that Hedysarum alpinum seeds contained this toxin. The protein would be relatively
harmless to someone who was well-fed and on a normal diet, but toxic to someone who was malnourished,
physically stressed, and on an irregular and insufficient diet, as McCandless was. Results suggest that the
seeds contained 0. In February , Krakauer published a follow up article in The New Yorker that reported on
scientific analysis of the H. Known as "The Magic Bus", the International Harvester was abandoned by road
workers in on the Stampede Trail where it remains today. First off, he spent very little time learning how to
actually live in the wild. He arrived at the Stampede Trail without even a map of the area. If he [had] had a
good map he could have walked out of his predicament [ Among my friends and acquaintances, the story of
Christopher McCandless makes great after-dinner conversation. Now and then I venture into the "what a
dumbshit" territory, tempered by brief alliances with the "he was just another romantic boy on an all-American
quest" partisans. But Chris, with his idiosyncratic logic, came up with an elegant solution to this dilemma: He
simply got rid of the map. In his own mind, if nowhere else, the terra would thereby remain incognita. A PBS
documentary uncovering some additional information, with interviews, titled Return to the Wild: In the book,
Carine describes the verbal, physical and sexual abuse her parents allegedly inflicted upon each other and their
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children, often fueled by alcohol.
2: MetroBus | Metro Transit â€“ St. Louis
"To catch the bus" originated from the original method of hopping onto a moving bus. You had to "catch" the bar and
running board of the bus in order to ride it. Circa

3: Ride the bus - Metro Transit
Since there's no context given, I'll add that someone who owns a car and a bus can say "Today, I'll take the bus."
meaning to drive the bus instead of the car. I can't think of a reason for the driver to say "I'll catch the bus.".

4: Owner surprised to find cat regularly catches bus - Telegraph
Today, I had to catch the bus. (Long): My DP was meant to return from Uni last night but decided he was too tired to
drive. We were meant to spend today together for valentine's and to celebrate our anniversary that was a week ago
tomorrow.

5: word choice - "Catch" vs "Take" a Bus/Train - English Language & Usage Stack Exchange
Catch Your Bus Before you leave for the bus stop, be sure you have the correct fare or money (see below) for your trip.
Please arrive at the bus stop at least five minutes ahead of the scheduled arrival time.

6: Catch in Spanish | English to Spanish Translation - SpanishDict
6 reviews of Today's Bus "Ever wanted to be part of an unorganized throng of transient people on the side of a road?
Usually there is a sidewalk, but in Baltimore there is but a grassy knoll near the Greyhound station.

7: Chris McCandless - Wikipedia
Today's Paper. Opinion. Supported by so I couldn't print out my essays at home the night before they were due. Every
winter I saw homeless people desperately race to catch the bus as.

8: take/ catch/ get a bus? | WordReference Forums
As you get on the bus, put cash in the farebox next to the driver. Fareboxes accept dollar bills, coins or tokens, but
change is not available. If you have a Go-To Card, Metropass, U-Pass or Go-To College Pass, touch it to the Go-To
circle on the blue card reader as you board.

9: Take a train or catch a train? - English Questions - eslHQ
Define catch up. catch up synonyms, catch up pronunciation, catch up translation, English dictionary definition of catch
up. v. caught, catchÂ·ing, catchÂ·es v. tr. 1. a. To get and hold in a hand, the hands, a container, or an implement:
caught the ball in the web of the lacrosse.
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